
COMM 704 MEDIA, TECHNOLOGY, & DEMOCRACY 
 

Fall 2020 

Monday 2.30-5.20 pm 

Zoom 

 

Saif Shahin, Ph.D. 

Office Hours (Zoom): Tuesday 1-3 pm or by appointment 

Phone: 512.xxx.xxxx (text preferred) 

Email: shahin@american.edu 

Twitter: @shahin_saif 

Website: saifshahin.com 

 

Course Description 

 

Media and technology have always been central to our political life, never more 

so than in the 21st century. This seminar examines key ideas in politics and policy from 

a communication and critical studies perspective, with an emphasis on themes at the 

intersection of digital media and democracy. Following an introduction to foundational 

theories of media, technology, democracy, and power, students learn about the logic of 

networks, the impact of information technology on political participation and activism, 

governance of and through artificial intelligence and big data, and repercussions for 

privacy, security, and social relations. We conclude with a consideration of the long-term 

social, political, and economic consequences of COVID19 and how they might shape the 

future of MTD research. 

The seminar adopts an interdisciplinary outlook, combining scholarly readings 

from communication studies, political science, sociology, and science and technology 

studies with public-facing commentaries, reports, and talks from experts. Students are 

exposed to multiple viewpoints and debates under each weekly theme and are 

encouraged to develop a critical appreciation of the literature, which in turn would enable 

them to pose novel research questions of their own and expand the epistemological 

boundaries of the field. 

 

Course Objectives 

 

▪ Understand central themes in the doctoral program in communication and 

make connections between these themes and their own research interests 

▪ Become well versed in the growing body of interdisciplinary literature and 

theory at the intersections of media, technology, and democracy 

mailto:shahin@american.edu
https://saifshahin.wordpress.com/
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▪ Gain expertise in methods of intensive secondary literature research and 

become proficient in searching for and accessing library resources 

▪ Produce a publishable scholarly article in conjunction with the other first-

semester courses 

 

Course Format 

 

▪ All class meetings will be online, via Zoom 

▪ Meetings will be recorded 

▪ Do not share the Zoom link with anyone outside the course 

▪ Complete every week’s readings before the class meeting 

▪ Prepare two Research Questions based on each week’s readings 

▪ Come to the class meetings on time 

▪ Be willing to discuss your take on the readings with the rest of the class 

▪ Pay attention to your peers when they speak, ask questions and challenge each 

other and the instructor — but in a civil manner 

▪ Don’t quote class conversations outside the classroom without the permission 

of the speaker 

 

Course Readings 

 

▪ Required readings and other learning materials are available through Canvas, 

AU Library, or as links to webpages 

▪ Recommended readings: 

Kristin Luker. 2008. Salsa Dancing into the Social Sciences. Harvard 

University Press. 

Silvio Waisbord. 2019. Communication: A Post-Discipline. John Wiley & Sons. 

 

Professional Resources 

 

▪ ICA Call for Papers https://www.icahdq.org/page/CFP  

▪ AoIR Mailing List (sign up) https://aoir.org/mailing-lists/  

▪ NCA CommNotes (sign up) https://www.natcom.org/academic-professional-

resources/commnotes 

▪ ECREA (sign up) https://ecrea.eu/  

▪ AEJMC Calls https://www.aejmc.org/home/scholarship/calls/  

 

 

 

 

https://www.icahdq.org/page/CFP
https://aoir.org/mailing-lists/
https://www.natcom.org/academic-professional-resources/commnotes
https://www.natcom.org/academic-professional-resources/commnotes
https://ecrea.eu/
https://www.aejmc.org/home/scholarship/calls/
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Assignments and Grading 

 

Assignments must be turned in on time to receive full credit. There is a 10% 

penalty for every day an assignment is late. Please submit all assignments on Canvas 

unless otherwise noted. All written assignments must be submitted in MS Word, double-

spaced and using 12-point Times New Roman or another common font, 1” margins, 

and 0.5” paragraph indent. Headings should be flush-left and bold in the same font. Your 

name should be in the header at the upper-left, assignment name/number in the middle, 

and page numbers at the upper-right. If you have a problem with your grade, you have 

one week after it is posted to appeal it. Grading issues will not be discussed during class 

time. Your question or appeal must be stated, in writing, sent by email, citing your 

position, and why you feel the grade is unjust. Please include the grade you believe you 

deserve as well. 

 

Research Paper (50% of final grade) 

This assignment is shared with Comm 750 and Comm 751. You will design and 

conduct an empirical study drawing on the theoretical, methodological, and subject-

specific knowledge gained from your first-semester courses. The assignment will proceed 

in four stages. Submissions at each stage will be made to all three instructors. Each 

student will receive the same overall grade for all three courses—although the weight of 

the assignment in the final grade might vary across courses. 

 

Stage 1: Research Plan (ungraded) 

You will submit a research plan to all three professors, outlining at least three ideas 

for empirical research (approx. 1 page each). Each idea should cover what you want to 

study and why it is significant, what theory you want to use, one or two research 

questions/hypotheses, how you will gather data, and what method you want to apply.  

Submission Deadline: October 1 

 

Stage 2: Research Proposal (10% of final grade) 

In consultation with the three instructors, you will choose to develop one of your 

ideas into a research proposal. At this stage, you will fully develop your research design, 

including strategies for data collection, analysis, expected results, and their theoretical 

interpretation. You will pitch the proposal to the three instructors and the rest of the class 

in a joint session. Prepare a 15-minute conference-style visual pitch (using slides). 

Pitch Session: October 29 

 

Stage 3: Research Presentation (15% of final grade) 

You will complete your proposed study by carrying out the data collection and 

analysis and theoretically interpreting your findings and their significance. You will 
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present your research to the three instructors and the rest of the class in another joint 

session. Once again, prepare a 20-minute conference-style visual presentation.  

Presentation Session: December 3 

 

Stage 4: Final Paper (25% of final grade) 

You will write a 5,000-6,000-word paper based on your research. The paper must 

include a review of scholarly literature and theoretical framework, description of 

methods, key empirical findings, and a discussion of the study’s theoretical and 

practical/normative significance, limitations, and ideas for future research. It should 

draw on at least 20 scholarly sources, including a minimum of 10 sources from course 

readings/materials you have encountered in Comm 704, Comm 750 and Comm 751. The 

structure and formatting of the paper should be in line with the expectations of a 

scholarly publication you would like to submit it to. 

In addition to the article, you will write a 2-page impact strategy plan for the 

article. This will include three potential academic conferences to which you will submit 

your article, and three potential journals to which you might submit it, along with 

rationales for your decisions. The final version of the article must be formatted properly 

for submission to your top choice of journal. 

Submission Deadline: December 10 

 

Book Review (15% of final grade) 

Write a review of a book published within the past 24 months related to one of the 

course’s weekly themes and ideally relevant for your research paper. Identify the book 

you want to review and submit by September 19 its title, publisher, and a one-paragraph 

explanation of which weekly theme it relates to and why you want to review it. You are 

expected to procure of a copy of the book on your own. Feel free to reach out to publishers 

to request a review copy, or to journals that might be interested in their review (several 

journals maintain lists of books they have available for review). Your review should be 

1,000-1,200 words in length and is due by November 14.  

Revise the review based on my feedback and submit it to a journal for publication. 

 

Discussion Leader (10% of final grade) 

Each student will twice serve as Discussion Leader during weekly class meetings. 

Each week’s Discussion Leader will have two duties. (1) Write a 3-page critique of the 

week’s readings/materials and email it to Professor Shahin and other students by the 

Saturday before class. The critique should draw on multiple readings to identify two or 

more viewpoints or sides of an intellectual debate in the weekly theme and stake out the 

Discussion Leader’s own position along with a brief argument in support. (2) Take 10 

minutes at the beginning of the class meeting to summarize your position. 
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Discussion Leaders will be required in Weeks 4-9 and 11-14 (see course calendar). 

Identify your top three preferences and email them to Professor Shahin by the end of 

Week 1. A roster will be drawn up based on that. 

 

International News (10% of final grade) 

Every class session, each student except the week’s Discussion Leader will 

summarize one reading/piece of international (non-U.S.) news relevant to the week’s 

theme, their research interests, and to the intersection of media, technology, and 

democracy. Sources should ideally be reliable international news outlets or websites. But 

they may also include Aeon, Wired, Ars Technica, Re/Code, Vox, Darknet Diaries, The 

Verge, TechDirt, Quartz, New York Times Technology, Media or Upshot section, 

Berkman Center for Internet & Society blog, FirstMonday, Civicist, In Media Res, or 

another U.S.-based site of your choice. You may also follow relevant 

topics/keywords/subjects on Medium and pick articles from there. 

 

Attendance (15% of final grade) 

Class attendance and participation in classroom discussions and activities is 

essential. You are allowed one unexcused absence for the semester, after which marks 

will be deducted from your participation grade. Excusable absences include infectious 

illness, catastrophic injuries, deaths in the family, and other unexpected and unavoidable 

emergencies. They do not include jobs, other recurring commitments, or non-emergency 

travel. Please contact Professor Shahin asap if you experience an emergency. Chronic 

lateness will also count against your participation grade. 

 

Grading Scale 

 

A 95-100% 

A- 90-94% 
B+ 87-89% 
B 84-86% 
B- 80-83% 
C+ 77-79% 
C 74-76% 
C- 70-73% 
D+ 67-69% 
D 64-66% 
D- 60-63% 
F Below 60% 
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Course Calendar 

 

Week 1: Media 

08/24 Gitlin 1978 Media Sociology: The Dominant Paradigm 

Fink & Gantz 1996 Three Mass Communication Research Traditions 

Hallin & Mancini 2004 Comparative Media Systems (66-86) 

Waisbord & Mellado 2014 De-Westernizing Communication Studies 

McCann et al. 2020 Communication’s Quest for Whiteness 

Lakoff & Johnson 2011 Metaphors We Live By 

Yuval Harari 2015 Why Humans Run the World 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzj7Wg4DAbs  

Week 2: Technology 

08/31 

 

 

Rogers 1962 Diffusion of Innovations (1-37, 241-251) 

McLuhan 1964 The Medium is The Message 

Winner 1980 Do Artifacts Have Politics 

Latour 1990 Technology is Society Made Durable 

Barbrook & Cameron 1995 The Californian Ideology 

Sandvig 2013 The Internet as Infrastructure 

Simmons 2015 Technology Colonialism 

Week 3: Labor Day 

09/07 No Class 

Week 4: Democracy 

09/14 

 

 

Dahl 1971 Polyarchy (1-16) 

Inglehardt & Welzel 2005 Modernization, Cultural Change and Democracy 

(15-47) 

Gutinsky 2018 Democratic Waves in Historical Perspective 

Mouffe 2000 Deliberative Democracy or Agonistic Pluralism 

Iyengar et al. 2019 Affective Polarization in the United States 

López & Dubrow 2020 Politics and Inequality in Comparative Perspective 

Week 5: Power 

09/21 

 

 

Weber 1978 Legitimate Authority (Economy & Society 212-255) 

Marx & Engels 1976 Ruling Class and Ruling Ideas (Keyworks 9-12) 

Gramsci 1971/1985 Subaltern Classes, Ideology, and Ideological Material 

(Keyworks 13-17) 

Althusser 1971 Ideology & Ideological State Apparatuses (Keyworks 79-88) 

Lukes 2007 Three Dimensions of Power (A Radical View 14-59) 

Rabinow & Rose 2006 Biopower Today 

Couldry 2020 Recovering Critique in an Age of Datafication 

Week 6: Network Society 

09/28 Wellman & Rainie 2012 Networked (3-80) 

Barabasi 2011 Power Law (Networked Self 1-14) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzj7Wg4DAbs
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Research Plan 

due on 10/01 

Guest:  

Dr. Silvio 

Waisbord 

Wu, Taneja & Webster 2020 Going with The Flow 

Emirbayer & Goodwin 1994 Network Analysis, Culture, and the Problem of 

Agency 

Pariser 2011 Social Media Filter Bubbles 

https://www.ted.com/talks/eli_pariser_beware_online_filter_bubbles  

Week 7: Social Media & Politics 

10/05 Dahlgren 2005 The Internet, Public Spheres, and Political Communication 

Boulianne 2015 Social Media Use and Participation 

Fuchs 2010 Twitter and Democracy (Critical Introduction 179-208) 

Metz et al. 2019 Personalization of Politics on Facebook 

Engesser et al. 2017 Populism and Social Media 

Shahin 2020 User-Generated Nationalism 

Bucher & Helmond 2017 Affordances of Social Media Platforms 

Week 8: Technologies of Resistance 

10/12 

 

Guest: 

Dr. Lance 

Bennett 

 

Bennett & Segerberg 2012 Logic of Connective Action 

Garza 2014 A Herstory of the #BlackLivesMatter Movement 

Mendes et al. 2018 #MeToo and Digital Feminist Activism 

Echchaibi 2013 Muslimah Media Watch 

Servaes & Hoyng 2017 The Tools of Social Change 

Youmans & York 2012 Social Media and the Activist Toolkit 

Tufekci 2015 How the Internet has made social change easy to organize, hard 

to win https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mo2Ai7ESNL8 

Week 9: Identity, Privacy & Surveillance 

10/19 

 

 

Hayward & Watson 2010 Identity and Political Theory 

Wessels 2012 Practices of Identity and Privacy in Everyday Digital 

Communication 

Browne 2010 Digital Epidermalization 

Zuboff 2015 Surveillance Capitalism 

Stoycheff et al. 2019 Privacy and the Panopticon 

Andrejevic 2019 Automating Surveillance 

Nakamura 2011 5 Types of Online Racism and Why You Should Care  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DT-G0FlOo7g  

The COVID Racial Data Tracker https://covidtracking.com/race  

Week 10: Pitch Session 

10/26 

Pitch Session on 

10/29 

Individual Consultations 

Week 11: AI, Machine Learning, & IoT 

11/02 

 

 

DeNardis 2020 The Internet in Everything (3-55) 

boyd & Crawford 2012 Critical Questions for Big Data 

Chomsky 2012 Where AI Went Wrong 

https://www.ted.com/talks/eli_pariser_beware_online_filter_bubbles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mo2Ai7ESNL8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DT-G0FlOo7g
https://covidtracking.com/race
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Guest: 

Dr. Laura 

DeNardis 

 

 

Norvig On Chomsky and the Two Cultures of Statistical Learning 

Sinnreich & Gilbert 2019 The Carrier Wave Principle 

Kaplan & Heinlein 2019 Interpretations, Illustrations, and Implications of AI 

MIT Review 2019 Where AI Is Headed Next 

https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/01/25/1436/we-analyzed-

16625-papers-to-figure-out-where-ai-is-headed-next/  

Week 12: Algorithmic Governance & Cybersecurity 

11/09 

 

Book Review 

due on 11/14 

Janssen & Kuk 2016 Big Data Algorithms in Technocratic Governance 

Mager 2012 Algorithmic Ideology 

Angwin et al. 2016 Machine Bias 

Shahin & Zheng 2020 Big Data and the Illusion of Choice 

Popiel 2020 Let’s Talk about Regulation 

Masnick 2019 Protocols, Not Platforms 

DeNardis 2020 The Internet in Everything (93-131) 

Tufekci 2017 We’re building a dystopia just to make people click on ads 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFTWM7HV2UI  

Week 13: Propaganda, Fake News, & Post-Truth 

11/16 

 

Guest:  

Dr. Lea 

Hellmueller 

Benkler et al. 2018 Network Propaganda (3-74) 

Aufderheide 2019 Yes, it was That Bad 

Waisbord 2018 Truth is What Happens to News 

Ha et al. 2019 Recent Development in Scholarship on Fake News and 

Misinformation 

Hargittai et al. 2010 Trust Online 

Data & Society 2019 Deepfakes and Cheap Fakes 

Week 14: COVID19 and After 

11/23 Robinson et al. 2020 Digital Inequalities in the Time of Pandemic 

Cinelli et al. 2020 The COVID-19 Social Media Infodemic 

Vallee 2020 Embodiment and Data in the COVID-19 Pandemic 

Cho et al. 2020 Contact Tracing Mobile Apps for COVID-19 

Neilson 2020 Epistemic Violence in the Time of Coronavirus 

Haass 2020 Pandemic Will Accelerate History 

Week 15: Research Presentations 

11/30 

Presentation  

on 12/03 

Individual Consultations 

Week 16: Exam Week 

12/10 Research Paper Submission Deadline 

 

  

https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/01/25/1436/we-analyzed-16625-papers-to-figure-out-where-ai-is-headed-next/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/01/25/1436/we-analyzed-16625-papers-to-figure-out-where-ai-is-headed-next/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFTWM7HV2UI
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Policies and Practices of American University, SOC, & the Department 

 

Academic Integrity  
This class follows the Academic Integrity Policy at American University, which 

holds students accountable for the integrity of the work they submit. Students should 

be familiar with the Policy http://www.american.edu/academics/integrity/code.cfm and 

know they are responsible to learn about instructor and general academic expectations 

with regard to proper citation of sources in written work – APA citation. Be mindful that 

any violations of the Academic Integrity policy will be taken to the AIC Administrator. 

It is not permissible for any student to submit the same material, with substantially the 

same style, structure, or wording, to instructors in two or more courses. 

 

Religious Observances  
American University’s religious observances policy, found at 

http://www.american.edu/ocl/kay/About-Us-Religious-Holy-Days-Policy.cfm. Students 

are provided an opportunity to make up any examination, study, or work requirements 

that may be missed due to a religious observance provided they notify their instructors 

before the end of the second week of classes – please send this notification through email 

to the professor. 

 

Use of Student Work (FERPA)  
The professor will use academic work that you complete this semester for 

educational purposes in this course during this semester. Your registration and 

continued enrollment constitute your permission. 

 

Discrimination and Harassment (Title IX)  
American University expressly prohibits any form of discriminatory harassment 

including sexual harassment, dating and domestic violence, sexual assault, and stalking. 

The University is an equal opportunity, affirmative action institution that operates in 

compliance with applicable laws and regulations. AU does not discriminate on the basis 

of race, color, national origin, religion, sex (including pregnancy), age, sexual 

orientation, disability, marital status, personal appearance, gender identity and 

expression, family responsibilities, political affiliation, source of income, veteran status, 

an individual's genetic information, or any other bases under federal or local laws in its 

programs and activities.  
If you experience any of the above, you have the option of filing a report with the  

University Police (202-885-2527) or the Office of the Dean of Students  
(dos@american.edu or 202-885-3300). To file a Title IX complaint or for more information 

on your rights, contact the Title IX Program Officer (202-885-3373 or  
TitleIX@american.edu). Please keep in mind that all faculty and staff who are aware of or 

http://www.american.edu/academics/integrity/code.cfm
http://www.american.edu/ocl/kay/About-Us-Religious-Holy-Days-Policy.cfm
http://www.american.edu/finance/publicsafety/index.cfm
mailto:Office%20of%20the%20Dean%20of%20Students
mailto:dos@american.edu
http://www.american.edu/ocl/TitleIX/index.cfm
https://www.american.edu/ocl/TitleIX/support.cfm
https://www.american.edu/ocl/TitleIX/support.cfm
mailto:TitleIX@american.edu
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witness this conduct are required to report this information to the university, regardless  
of the location of the incident, with the exception of counselors in the Counseling Center,  
victim advocates in OASIS, medical providers in the Student Health Center, and ordained 

clergy in the Kay Spiritual Life Center. For more information, including a list of  

supportive resources on and off-campus, contact OASIS (oasis@american.edu or 202-885-

7070) or check out the comprehensive list of resources to help you find support. 
 

Emergency Preparedness  
In the event of an emergency, American University will implement a plan for 

meeting the needs of all members of the university community. Should the university be 

required to close for a period of time, we are committed to ensuring that all aspects of 

our educational programs will be delivered to our students. These may include altering 

and extending the duration of the traditional term schedule to complete essential 

instruction in the traditional format and/or use of distance instructional methods. Specific 

strategies will vary from class to class, depending on the format of the course and the 

timing of the emergency. Faculty will communicate class-specific information to students 

via AU email and Canvas, while students must inform their faculty immediately of any 

absence. Students are responsible for checking their AU e-mail regularly and keeping 

themselves informed of emergencies. In the event of an emergency, students should refer 

to the AU Student Portal, the AU Web site (www. prepared. american.edu) and the AU 

information line at (202) 885-1100 for general university-wide information, as well as 

contact their faculty and/or respective dean’s office for course and school/college specific 

information. This class will follow directions from the University – if campus is closed 

and classes cancelled, then this class will also be cancelled. 

 

Support for AU Students  
American University provides numerous services that help students 

maximize their academic success and social and emotional wellbeing.  
Academic Support and Access Center MGC 243, 202-885-3360 supports the 

academic development and educational goals of all AU students while also providing 

support to students with disabilities. We offer workshops on topics of interest to all 

students such as time management, note taking, critical thinking, memory skills, and test 

taking. Additional support includes free private and group tutoring in many subjects, 

supplemental instruction, The Math Lab and The Writing Lab.  
Counseling Center MGC 214, 202-885-3500 is here to help students make the most 

of their university experience, both personally and academically. We offer individual and 

group counseling, urgent care, self-help resources, referrals to private care, as well as 

programming to help you gain the skills and insight needed to overcome adversity and 

thrive while you are in college. Contact the Counseling Center to make an appointment 

https://www.american.edu/ocl/promote-health/OASIS.cfm
https://www.american.edu/ocl/TitleIX/support.cfm
http://www.american.edu/ocl/asac/index.cfm
http://www.american.edu/ocl/asac/Writing-Lab-About-Us.cfm
http://www.american.edu/ocl/counseling/index.cfm
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in person or by telephone, or visit the Counseling Center page on the AU website for 

additional information.  
Center for Diversity & Inclusion MGC 201, 202-885-3651 is dedicated to enhancing 

LGBTQ, Multicultural, First Generation, and Women's experiences on campus and to 

advance AU's commitment to respecting & valuing diversity by serving as a resource 

and liaison to students, staff, and faculty on issues of equity through education, 

outreach, and advocacy.  
OASIS: The Office of Advocacy Services for Interpersonal and Sexual Violence 

202-885-7070 provides free and confidential advocacy services for anyone in the campus  
community who is impacted by sexual violence (sexual assault, dating or 

domestic violence, and stalking).  
The Writing Center First floor of Bender Library offers free, individual coaching 

sessions to all AU students. In your 45-minute session, a student writing consultant can 

help you address your assignments, understand the conventions of academic writing, 

and learn how to revise and edit your own work. Hours: 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday 

through Thursday; 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday. Call 202-885-2991 to arrange a session. 

Meanwhile find handouts, information, and a weekly writer's blog at the Writing Center 

website and on Facebook.  
International Student & Scholar Services, Batelle 4th Butler Pavilion, Room 410 

has resources to support academic success and participation in campus life including 

academic counseling, support for second language learners, response to questions about 

visas, immigration status and employment and intercultural programs, clubs and other 

campus resources.  
Undergraduate Research Support American University offers undergraduates 

many opportunities to learn research methodology, present their findings at 

conferences, and compete for awards. 

http://www.american.edu/ocl/cdi/
http://www.american.edu/ocl/wellness/sexual-assault-resources.cfm
http://www.american.edu/ocl/wellness/sexual-assault-resources.cfm
http://www.american.edu/cas/writing/
http://www.american.edu/ocl/isss/Student-Resources.cfm
http://www.american.edu/ocl/isss/supportteam.cfm
http://www.american.edu/provost/undergrad/research.cfm

